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Annotatsiya. Ushbu maqola korpusga asoslangan til materiallarini tadqiq 

etishga va ularning dars jarayonida ishlatilishiga bag’ishlangan. Korpus 

lingvistikasining  til rivojiga katta ta’siri borligini bir nechta xorij olimlarining 

ishlarida berilgan. Korpusga asoslangan materiallar  dars jarayonida qo’llaniladigan 

boshqa til materiallaridan farq qiladi, chunki korpus ma’lumotlari yordamida tuzilgan 

darsliklar talabalarga autentik til namunalarini bilishga va o’rganishga imkon beradi, 

hamda ushbu materiallar orqali o’rganuvchilarning e’tiborini tortishning amaliy usuli 

hisoblanadi.  Ingliz tilini o’qitishda korpusga asoslangan kitoblarga Touchstone 

series, Real Grammar, focus on Vocabulary kiradi va ularda berilgan materiallar 

Britaniya Milliy  Korpusi (BNC) va Hozirgi Zamon Amerika (COCA)  korpus 

lug’atlaridan olingan. Lug’at tuzish jarayoni korpus ta’siri ostida rivojlandi. Korpusga 

asoslangan kitoblar o’quvchilariga o’ziga xos tilning leksik elementlarni, tilda 

mavjud kontekstlarning eng keng tarqalgan namunalarini taqdim qiladi.  

Kalit so’zlar:  korpus, korpusga asoslangan, korpus material, korpus sayt, 

lug’at.            

Аннотация. Эта статья посвящена исследованию корпусных языковых 

материалов и  их использования в классе. Вклад корпусной лингвистики в 

развитие  языка даны в работах иностранных лингвистах. Материалы, на базе  

корпуса отличаются , чем другие материалы, используемые в классе, так как 

материалы и учебники на базе корпуса имеют аутентичный характер  для 

развития навыков языка характер но на содержащуюся в них информацию 

влияет корпус. Материалы, основанные на корпусе, являются наиболее 

практичным способом получение информации, предоставленную корпусом, в 

руки учащихся.Книги взятые из Британского Национального Корпуса и 

Американского корпуса (СОСА) такие как Touchstone series, Real Grammar, 

focus on Vocabulary  основаные на базе корпуса  используются  для  

преподования  английского языка Процесс создания словарей был 

революционизирован за счет использования  корпусов. Книги на основе 

корпусов могут предоставить учащимся лексические элементы языка  и 

образцы  широко используемых  языковых контекстов.  

Ключевые слова: корпус, корпусный подход, основа корпуса, корпусные 

материалы, корпусные сайты, учебники, словари для учащихся. 

Annotation. This article explores corpus language materials and their use in the 

classroom. The contribution of corpus linguistics to the development of the language 

is given in the works of foreign linguists. Corpus-based materials are different than 

other materials used in the classroom, as corpus-based materials and textbooks are 

authentic for the development of language skills in nature but the information they 
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contain is influenced by the corpus. Corpus-based materials are the most practical 

way to get the information provided by the corpus into the hands of students. Books 

from the British National Corps and the American Corps (SOSA) such as Touchstone 

series, Real Grammar, focus on Vocabulary corpus-based are used to teach English 

The process of creating dictionaries has been revolutionized by the use of corpus.  

Corpus-based books can provide learners with lexical elements of a language and 

examples of commonly used language contexts. 

Key words: corpus -based, corpus materials, corpus sites, corpora, textbooks, 

learner dictionary. 

Introduction. In recent years, there has been growing interest in corpus 

linguistics, corpora in the language classroom and using concordance line for 

language learning. The contribution of corpus linguistics has changed the language 

teaching and learning approach in both developing classroom textbooks and creating 

materials conducted real authentic sources. By the fact, that increasing the awareness 

of usefulness of teaching materials with the help of corpus research can be seen in 

grammar, vocabulary books, and dictionaries. U.Romer, O.Keeffe, McCarthy and 

Carter, Sinclair published seminal papers related with corpus-influenced materials in 

teaching English. According to R.Reppen mid 1990s, dictionaries based on corpora 

have been widespread in English as a second language classroom. Also, more and 

more corpus-based teaching resources such as Touchstone series, Real Grammar, 

focus on Vocabulary becoming available and growing interest wanting to use in the 

classroom by teachers. Vocabulary books use information from Coxhead’s research 

on a 3.5 million corpus of written academic language. Concerning the influence of 

corpus-based materials many corpus studies are done by corpus researchers such as 

D. Biber, R, Carter, A.Coxhead, G.Bennet, M.Davies, D.Liu, R. Martinez, R.Reppen 

and others. Language teaching materials have been provided by corpus data and feed 

into teaching materials. We also know corpus research plays vital role in teaching 

materials and empirical analysis are given in the works of R. Carter and 

M.MacCarthy, T.Cobb, L.Flowwedew, E.Friginal, McCarthy and O’Dell. 

Method. This article is a descriptive study, exploiting theoretical analyses, 

which aims to compile information about corpus-based materials such as course 

books, textbooks, and dictionaries. And also with content analysis Corpus informed 

materials which was created by using language data of BNC and COCA.  

Result. Corpus-influenced materials, as the name suggests are textbooks and 

other classroom materials featuring presentations and activities that are influenced by 

corpus findings. Corpus-influenced materials look like other materials used in the 

classroom, but the information contained within them is influenced by a corpus. 

Corpus-influences materials are the most practical way to get information provided 

by corpora into the hands of learners. 

According to McCarthy corpus linguistics represents cutting-edge change in 

terms of scientific techniques and methods, notion of education, roles of teachers, 

cultural context of the delivery of educational services and mediation of theory and 

technique.[ 6]  That’s why researchers concentrate more attention works related to 

corpus -based approach in learning and teaching materials. 
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According to G. Bennet corpus-influenced materials are influenced by language 

in use observed in a corpus, they provide a more accurate structure of language and 

more accurate than traditional materials. [1] The teacher who designed corpus 

influenced materials, they have to utilize online access corpus data and design them 

available for the level of the learners. Concerning to the idea of t materials, corpus 

influenced materials, corpus influenced material developers can use the exact 

knowledge of language- as it is actually used, provided by a corpus with their own 

designing ability to the appropriate language activities. However, as noted above the 

well-known corpus influenced coursebook Touchstone series are integrated basic and 

advanced level. The textbook designed by corpus researchers which influenced by the 

Cambridge International Corpus of North American English. [7]  The Touchstone 

series is attempt to show how coursebook dialogues and syllabus can be informed 

corpus data. In addition to the conversational four skills syllabus strands of speaking, 

listening, reading and writing, the Touchstone authors provides a syllabus of 

conversational strategies. The strategies recur throughout the four level of the multi-

skills programme and graded. [7] 

 
Figure.1 Extract from the Touchstone series.[ 10] 

 
Figure 2.Extract from Real Grammar 
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In addition to the list of corpus -based materials dictionaries also provided 

corpus of spoken and written data input. The processes of dictionary making have 

been revolutionized by the use of language corpora and feeds into language teaching 

materials. Researchers based major grammar, dictionaries on large language corpora. 

The contribution of corpus linguistics to the description of the language is difficult to 

dispute. As mentioned in R. Reppen for many years ESL, EFL dictionaries have been 

based on large collection of natural language. These dictionaries include information 

from corpus and information about how words are used. Learner dictionaries provide 

powerful tools for students. But dictionaries that are written for native speakers often 

begin with definitions that may not reflect actual use patterns. It is difficult for the 

definition to capture real meaning. Using corpus-based learner dictionaries in the 

classroom can be rich and easily accessible source of activities. [11]                

Providing an empirical basis for checking intuitions about language corpora 

have also brought to light features about language. The language presented in 

textbooks is based on intuitions about how used language, rather than actual use. 

According to Carter, Burns, McCarthy and O’Keeffe conversation skills have been 

changed in recent years with the influence of language corpora. [ 2] Holmes looked at 

epistemic modality in ESL textbooks as compared with corpus data and found that 

many textbooks devoted large amount of attention to modal verbs.[6]  Carter. R 

compares real data from the Cambridge and Nottingham Corpus of Discourse in 

English with dialogues from textbooks and finds that language features such as 

discourse markers, vague language, ellipses and hedges. [2] 

In recent years awareness of the benefits of using language-teaching material 

that is based on corpus linguistic research can be seen in vocabulary books based on 

the Academic Word List. These vocabulary books use information from Averil 

Coxhead‘s research on a 3.5-million-word corpus of written academic language 

covering a range a range of different disciplines. There are several books now on the 

market that are based on the information from the Academic Word List. In addition to 

using to help create reference works and materials for vocabulary teaching, 

publishers are now using corpora to inform course books. For example, as above 

mentioned Touchstone is a four-level integrated-skills series that uses material that 

has been informed by corpus research.  [ 1] Learners can get the information about 

how words frequently occur, collocate, in conversation goes wrong, information 

about grammar structure and how these structures are used in different context. 

Corpora in language teaching can provide learners authentic language use and 

internet access source for learning individual or with teacher. In addition to the 

discussed ways of using corpora in language learning some researcher give their 

influential suggestion for learners. 

The analysis of the research of G.Bennet we see more ready made activities and 

suggestions how to make corpus-based materials for teachers. As she stated there are 

three types of pedagogical applications of corpus linguistics such as corpus influences 

materials, corpus sited texts, corpus-designed activities. [ 1]  

     In example of corpus-influenced materials  are textbooks and corpus-based 

activities. In additation to the finding of corpus materials G.Bennet suggests general 

five ways corpus-influenced materials are beneficial to students. 
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1. They are based on actual language use, providing a more accurate picture of 

the language. 

2. Their examples, although they may be edited or adapted, are a reflection of 

authentic language. 

3. Their syllabus are informed by frequency information, providing learners 

exposure to more useful language. 

4. They are able to distinguish how different language is used in different 

regestrs. 

5. They can provide specialized language to particular groups of learners. [ 1] 

Although in the research, corpus-influenced materials and traditional materials 

distinguished according to feature and function. 

1. Corpus-influenced materials can employ common lexical items in specific 

language patterns. In Thornbury’s coursebook Natural grammar some examples are  

explaned.[ 1] 

2. Corpus-influenced materials can provide the most common contexts for 

language patterns. For example, Zwier focuses on a discourse-meaning common in 

academic writing or spoken presentations and provides key vocabulary for that 

meaning. [13] 

3. Corpus-influenced materials can present targeted vocabulary according to 

frequency and saliency. For example, Azar focuses on the use of verbs such as work, 

look, talk, go, and take when presenting use of the perfect aspect. 

Corpus-influenced materials offer additional advantages, as well. The most 

notable advantage to Touchstone, for example is that the text is able to focus strongly 

on grammatical structures used in conversation, something not often present in other 

listening-speaking skills, textbooks, which more traditionally emphasize vocabulary 

acquisition through discussion. Touchstone also effectively incorporates the same 

vocabulary topics/words as do other speaking-listening texts, such as Let’s Talk and 

Northstar, Listening and Speaking, but with the added advantages of using the most 

frequent vocabulary found in conversation, such as noting that like is one of the top 

15 words in conversation. [ 7] 

First type of corpus influenced books Cambridge University Press authors have 

access to CIC a-1 billion word corpus of English when writing materials.  

1. Touchstone Series (basic through advanced integrated series) 

2. Grammar in Use Series (basic and intermediate vocabulary text) 

3. Vocabulary in use Series a basic through upper-intermediate 

vocabulary text) 

4. In the Know (intermediate idioms text) [1] 

Although university of Michigan Press (UMP) authors use a variety of corpora 

in materials writing both Building Academic Vocabulary and Teaching a Lexis based 

Academic writing Course are influenced by Wordbanks Online , a 50 million word  

corpus of modern English and texts are influenced by the MICASE. 

Dicussion. The study has revealed some insights for language teachers about the 

use of corpus - based materials in language teaching. Teachers can prepare corpus-

based materials by taking concordance line and making activities available with their 

class. However, while making the activities they have to differ advantages of both 
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materials corpus-based and traditional. Next studies we will consider about modern 

and traditional materials, development in the language classroom and ways of 

teachers can use corpus-based activities. Because of context materials are differ each 

other in terms of authenticity and intuition of materials developers. Many more 

studies shows that there are many Web sites provide materials and lessons for 

language teaching. The corpus-based web sites can provide teacher authentic and 

updated language source in their teaching process. 

Conclusion. Corpus-influenced teaching materials provide teachers available 

language material to use in the classroom. Corpus-informed materials can help 

teachers to use ready access to contextualized examples of language use that teachers 

can use corpus examples. Corpus- based books series and dictionaries can give 

opportunity to use ready made source than from online web corpus sites. They are 

designed to appropriate level, skill and knowledge. It can be claimed that corpus 

influenced can help teachers and learners with corpus data.  
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